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The highly performant, flexible plasma simulation code VSim was
designed nearly 20 years ago (originally as Vorpal), with its first applications roughly four years later. Using object-oriented methods,
VSim was designed to allow runtime selection from multiple field
solvers, particle dynamics, and reactions. It has been successful
in modeling for many areas of physics, including fusion plasmas,
particle accelerators, microwave devices, and RF and dielectric
structures. Now it is critical to move to exascale systems, with
their compute accelerator architectures, massive threading, and
advanced instruction sets. Here we discuss how we are moving
this complex, multiphysics computational application to the new
computing paradigm, and how it is done in a way that keeps the
application producing physics during the move. We present performance results showing significant speedups in all parts of the PIC
loop, including field updates, particle pushes, and reactions.
There are a number of challenges in moving such a large, complex code to new architectures. The first of these are the inherent
difficulties of implementing the particle-in-cell (PIC) algorithm—
one of the core algorithms of VSim—on multithreaded architectures.
In PIC, electromagnetic fields are stored on a structured grid, while
particles move in continuous space. These difficulties of PIC on
advanced architectures have been explored previously: Most importantly, the particle motion means that the field data elements
needed for the particle update are not only irregular, but unpredictable. A naïve one-particle-per-thread scheme yields uncoalesced
memory accesses, so particles must be sorted to take advantage of
memory hierarchy features. Current deposition may also experience race conditions, where multiple threads try to write the same
value. A challenge specific to the VSim code is that the wide variety of features depends on a modular code architecture. In the old
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distributed-memory parallel implementation, object-oriented methods with runtime polymorphism were sufficient and convenient for
the inclusion of all the features. But thread-parallel architectures
do not admit fine-grained runtime polymorphism with optimal
performance.
We are taking several general approaches to moving this software to advanced architectures. First, we are developing with performance portability in mind. We are implementing main computational procedures (e.g. cell field update, particle push) in functions
that can be executed both in multithreaded host contexts and on
GPU devices. On the CPU, this code is executed in a vectorized loop,
which itself is included in a coarse-grained thread-parallel loop. On
the GPU, the code is executed as a thread in a kernel. Second, we
have developed management routines that work with algorithm
variants. These are encapsulated in “dispatcher” objects that can
launch the underlying algorithms on the selected compute device.
The device and algorithm are selected using template parameters.
This enables different updates for fields, such as for dielectrics or
absorbing boundaries, as well as for particles, allowing reactions
and particle boundary conditions. Finally, we are taking an incremental approach to parting the software, starting with the deep
infrastructure such as grid objects, moving on to fields and particle
reactions, and finally integrating the entire PIC loop.
We have realized significant performance improvements by porting field updates to the new code infrastructure. The electromagnetic field update in VSim uses the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) algorithm. The old distributed-memory implementation
of raw FDTD (no materials or boundaries) runs at 1.3 GCells/s on
a single Haswell node of the NERSC Cori supercomputer, which
features 2 Intel Xeon E5-2698v3 processors (32 cores total). Our new
implementation achieves 4 GCells/s on a single high-end consumer
GPU, the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti. The new infrastructure
supports multiple GPUs per node, and our implementation in fact
achieves greater than 100% strong scaling efficiency going from 1
to 2 GPUs. In addition, the implementation runs well on many-core
CPUs, achieving 4 GCells/s on a Cori KNL node (Xeon Phi 7250).
As a more real-world example, we implemented our embeddedboundary FDTD updater for dielectric materials, as well as an absorbing boundary updater. The results of our benchmarking are
shown in Fig. 1. We find that the algorithmic improvements alone
result in a 2× speedup, from 300 to 600 MCells/s, on identical Cori
Haswell hardware. This extends to 820 MCells/s on a GeForce GTX
1080 Ti and twice that on 2 GPUs, and 600–900 MCells/s on a Cori
KNL node.
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Figure 1: Performance of dielectric FDTD updaters with absorbing boundaries.
As an example of the VSim multiphysics features, we describe the
framework for particle reactions within the new performant VSim
infrastructure. A challenge in this implementation is the need to
collect data specific to the reacting particles. First, the particle data
must be sorted by cell, since only particles within the same cell can
react. Next, reaction pairs are chosen via a Monte-Carlo algorithm.
The particle data for the selected pairs are then copied into a separate data structure, the reaction table. The reaction computations
are performed on the data within the reaction table. The processed
data are then copied back to the original particle data structure,
and particles are added or removed as necessary, possibly resizing
the data structure. It is this data movement which dominates the
computation time, and significant performance improvement on
a GPU versus a CPU was only obtained by optimizing those processes. Fig. 2 shows a test simulation of the shock created by the
expansion of hot electrons surrounded by cold electrons. We also
show some timings for the reactions in Fig. 3. With improvements
in the data management implementation, we were able to achieve
a 20× speedup on a GPU over a CPU at large numbers of particles.
We describe these developments in our presentation, along with
future plans for completing the entire PIC loop and translating the
other VSim features to the new framework.
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